itself on the lines on which they are being exercised now ;
for this intention on the part of the State implies that the
activities  in   question   are   not,   in   its   view,   anti-social.1
Examples are the State purchase of privately owned railways
and telephones.    When, however,  the  State  seeks,  not to
transfer to itself, but to destroy, a particular class of property
right, the presumption is that it does consider the activities
associated with that right anti-social.    In cases of this kind
advocates of compensation lay stress upon the fact that the
activity attacked has hitherto been legal :   that people have
invested money in it, trusting to the law ;   and that it is
unfair to hit them in a way that other investors in equally
legal enterprises have escaped.    Opponents of compensation
on the other hand, point out that, if compensation is paid
for the abblition of this class of right,  an expectation of
compensation,  should anti-social but legal  activities  after-
wards be prohibited, is created.    Therefore people are en-
couraged to make anti-social investments  more than they
would be either if it were certain that there would be no
compensation or if compensation were  doubtful.    It may
perhaps, be thought that, with compensation at market value,
this effect would not follow, because market value will allow
for any uncertainty there may be.    But this is a fallacy.
For to announce beforehand that, should expropriation take
place, market value compensation will be paid would remove
the uncertainty, and, consequently, cause market value to be
on the basis of certainty, not uncertainty.    Though, there-
fore, in an isolated case, when expropriation is decided on
for a thing in respect of which the prospects of compensation
have been uncertain, market value may be the immediately
appropriate basis, it may not be the ultimately appropriate
basis, when account is taken of the effect on the market
values of other anti-social concerns.   It should be noted that
this argument does not apply with full force to the expro-
priation of rights, which either (1) have become anti-^bcial
n	-	When the Sfcate takes ov*r something
sa f ^ £^1	.ltSelf' the Case for c°™Pensation is strengthened by
the fact that there wHl be a fund out of which compensation can be paid

